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Ugh. Java 7 does not have jre6, only jre7. I
downloaded the 7 here and unpacked it to the
same folder as my old Java 6. The only
difference is that my Java 7 install is with jdk7.
Unzipping the Java 6 install to the same folder
does not extract its 'jre6' subdirectory, because
it doesn't have one. I had to manually unzip the
Java 7 install, move it to the same folder as Java
6, then ran the Java 7 installer again and moved
it where it should have been in the first place!
Not sure how this happens but I just tried to
open a folder at work that has 7 javas and some
java stuff in it and I get a message that says The
Java® runtime environment (JRE) is not properly
installed on this computer, so that a Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) must be installed
before the application can be executed. error
Message: "The Java® runtime environment (JRE)
is not properly installed on this computer, so
that a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) must be
installed before the application can be
executed. Do you wish to continue running the
program? Yes No " if you want to use the java
class library, download a java runtime
environment, or jre. if you want to use the java
programming language, download the java
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development kit, or jdk. the jdk includes the jre,
so you do not have to download both
separately. download the java runtime
environment, or jre. if you want to use the java
class library, download a java development kit,
or jdk. the jdk includes the jre, so you do not
have to download both separately. java_home is
an environment variable that indicates the
directory in which the jre is installed. the default
value of java_home is the path to the directory
in which the jre is installed. if java_home is not
set or points to a directory that does not contain
the jre, the java command will search for the jre
in the following locations in the order listed: if
the path to the jre is specified as a command
argument, the jre is used; if the jre is installed in
the same directory as the java command, the jre
is used; finally, if the jre is installed in a
directory that is on the path environment
variable, the jre is used.
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Yes that's the problem i faced. But only for my
company, If it is not very important to me then, I
can manage with the Old version. Thanks. I have
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reinstalled all previous java version s till 7.0.20
and update all libraries and run the jar file now. I

have eclipse,eclisp ide and netbeans ide. The
problem is that some of my projects are stuck
due to incompatibility, So can you suggest me
how to update all the libraries and fix all the
problems. Thanks in advance. Hi, I found a

solution to my problem, and I don't know if I
have to share it. my problem was to upgrade

the jre. I found a website that helped me with a
downloadable file you can find here:

http://www.7-zip.org/download.html. There's a
post where it explains how to install jre in

windows. http://www.theupdate.me/upgrade-
java-internet-explorer-explorer/. It's the same

process for java jdk. If you like it you can
download the file and try it. All credits to 7-Zip

for the website that helped me with that
problem. Hi, I tried to install java v5 on my new

windows 7 machine and it prompted me to
install JRE. I downloaded the JRE from the Java

homepage and installed it. But I got the
following error when trying to start up the first

java application on the list " ": Exception in
thread "main"

java.lang.ExceptionInInitializerError Caused by:
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java.lang.NullPointerException Caused by:
java.util.zip.ZipException: error in opening zip
file. Error is: java.util.zip.ZipException: error in

opening zip file. Error is:
java.util.zip.ZipException: error in opening zip
file. The zip file is either corrupted or is unable

to open it. 5ec8ef588b
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